Correction

Due to an error in the printing process, page 204 of this volume appeared as a blank page where it should have contained the concluding references to:


The missing material appears below:


Manuscripts Accepted for Publication

The following regular articles have been accepted for publication in NDPLS and will appear starting October, 2012.


Dal Forno, A., & Merlone, U. Nonlinear dynamics in work groups with Bion’s basic assumptions.

Fukano, T., & Gunji, Y-P. Mathematical models of panic disorder.

Gregson, R. A. M. Decision making with complex nonlinear systems: Inference and identification in the context of DS22q11.2.


Trenchard, H. American coot collective on-water dynamics.

Sprott, J. C. Spatiotemporal chaos in Easter Island ecology.

Sprott, J. C. Is chaos good for learning?